
 
    8 Books Involving Life Transformations 

 
 
1. When Aiden Became a Brother (4+): By Kyle Lukoff, Illustrated by Kaylani Juanita 
 

This story celebrates Aiden, a boy who is becoming an older brother, as he  
navigates helping his parents prepare for the new baby, and worries as he  
remembers his own feelings of being misunderstood when he was younger.  
 
 
      
 
                                          2.  Uncle Bobby Wedding (4+): By Sarah S. Brannen, Illustrated by Lucia Soto 
 

                                           Chloe loves spending time with their special uncle Bobby, flying kites together   
                                           and seeing the stars. When Uncle Bobby and their partner Jamie announce  
                                           they're getting married everyone is excited, except Chloe. She is confused as to  
                                           why her uncle is getting married and is worried that she will lose her special  
                                           uncle. Uncle Bobby reassures her that she will always be special to him, and  
                                           helps her realize she isn’t losing a special uncle, but gaining another one. 
 
 
 
 
3. A Plan for Pops (4+): By Heather Smith, Illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan 
 

Lou loves to spend his Saturdays with Grandad and Pops. They have breakfast,  
go to the library, read books, listen to music, and design/build wonderful contraptions.  
Everything changes though when one day Pops has a fall. Now needing to use a  
wheelchair, Pops seems to be getting sadder, not wanting to do the activities he once 
 loved. Hearing Grandad’s attempts to chare Pops up, Lou has an idea. With a little  
help from Grandad and neighbours, They get to work creating a wonderful gift for Pops. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            4. Grandpas Camper (4+): By Harry Woodgate  
 

                                             This Granddaughter loves to visit their grandad during the summer. Not only are  
                                              there fun things to see but amazing stories to hear about her granddads and  
                                              gramps adventures. When she discovers that her granddad doesn’t travel  
                                              anymore, she works on a plan to help him be excited to travel once again. 
 
 



5. And Tango Makes Three (4+): By Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell, 
 Illustrated by Henry Cole 
 

Based on a true story from the central park zoo, two penguins named Roy and  
Silo start a family with help from a zoo keeper and welcome their very own  
baby penguin named Tango to the world 
 
 
 
 
                                                         6.  Julián at the Wedding (5+): By Jessica Love 
 
 

                                                        Julián and his abuela are going to a wedding, with Julián being a part of  
                                                         the ceremony. When he meets a new friend(Marisol) they set off to have  
                                                         their own adventures and learn the value of having a supportive friend by  
                                                         your side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. King and King (3+): By Linda De Haan & Stern Nijland 
 

It is time for Prince Bertie to be married, as his mother wishes to pass 
 the kingdom to her son, but no princess seems right. But When  
Princess Madeleine is escorted in by her brother Prince Lee, it was 
 love at first sight. The two Prince’s marry with the full support of  
everyone, and the queen is able to retire and finally relax as these  
two kings take the throne 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                      8. Sam is my Sister (4+): By Ashely Rhodes Courter,  
                                          Illustrated by MacKenzie Haley 
 

                                      Evan loves being a big brother to his siblings Sam and Finn. They go fishing  
                                      together, climb trees, and even play astronauts. When Sam opens up about being  
                                      a girl and expresses herself to her family, her brothers begin to ask questions. Can  
                                      they still go fishing together? Pretend to be astronauts? This heartwarming story  
                                      based on true events shows how siblings can help each other through changes in  
                                      life, and how important their support is.  
 

 
 


